WHAT’S NEW

at the
Bozeman
Public Library

DECEMBER 2010

Fiction

Sunset Park.
P. Auster

Love Bites.
A. Barbeau

After America.
J. Birmingham

The Petting Zoo.
J. Carroll

The Lies We Told.
D. Chamberlain

The Wildwater Walking Club.
J. Carroll

Boots and Bullets.
J. Daniels

I Still Dream About You.
F. Flagg

The Kingdom of Ohio.
M. Flaming

The Cobra.

Bridge Over the Valley.
G. Forsyth

In a Strange Room.
D. Galgut

Euphoria.
C. Gault

Valley Forge.
N. Gault

The Box.
T. Grass

Two Rivers.
T. Greenwood

Ape House.
S. Gruen

Kings of the North.
C. Holland

Larger than Life.
K. Hooper

The Finkler Question.
H. Jacobson

The Accident.
I. Kadare

Lessons in Heartbreak.
C. Kelly

Once in a Lifetime.
S. King

Full Dark, No Stars.
K. Kitamura

The Longshot.
S. Lauren

The Brazen Bride.
D. Lehan

Moonlight Mile.
E. Lowell

Sweet Wind, Wild Wind.
A. Maupin

Mary Ann in Autumn.
L. Miller

The Bridegroom.
E. Mont

Free to a Good Home.
K. Morton

The Distant Hours.
C. Neggers

The Mist.
C. Neggers

The Whisper.
C. Ozick

Foreign Bodies.
J. Parini

The Passages of H.M.

Mystery

No Mercy.
L. Armstrong

Worth Dying For.
L. Child

The Reversal.
M. Connelly

Last, Loathing and a Little Lip Gloss.
K. Davis

Edge.
J. Deaver

A Dead Man’s Tale.
J. Doss

A Stranger in Mayfair.
C. Doss

Forbidden Fruit.
C. Finch

Ghost in Trouble.
K. Greenwood

Running Scared.
C. Hart

A Very Simple Crime.
L. Jackson

The Huckleberry Murders.
G. Jenkins

The Hidden.
P. F. McManus

Indulgence in Death.
B. Pronzini

Outwitting Trolls.
J. G. Tapply

Science Fiction

Bearers of the Black Staff.
T. Brooks

The King’s Bastard.
R. Cory Daniells

Towers of Midnight.
R. Jordan

Large Type

591.68 Hope for Animals.
J. Goodall

643.1 At Home.
B. Bryson

973.82 The Last Stand.
N. Philbrick

BIO ADAMS First Family.
J. Ellis

BIO WALLS The Glass Castle.
J. Walls

Midnight Crystal.
J. Castle

The Last Kingdom.
B. Cornwell

Day After Night.
A. Diamant

The Confession.
J. Grisham

In the Company of Others.
J. Karon

Let the Great World Spin.
C. McCann

Body Work.
S. Paretsky

In the Name of Honor.
R. Patterson

Jack and Jill.
J. Patterson

A Surrendered Heart.
T. Peterson

Spider Bones.
K. Reichs

Shattered.
K. Robards
Nonfiction

004.6 Internet and E-Mail for Seniors with Windows 7.  Andy Walker
005.8 Windows Lockdown!  D. Norton
028.162 Through the Eyes of a Child.  Mark Rowlands
031.02 Loch Ness Monsters and Raining Frogs.  A. Jack
128 The Philosopher and the Wolf.  Michal Toub
150.19 Growing Up Jung.  Sue Johnson
153.69 You Say More Than You Think.  Janine Driver
153.9 The Element.  Ken Robinson
158 The Think Big Manifesto.  Michael Port
158.24 Hold Me Tight.  Mark Gardener
171.2 The Moral Landscape.  Sam Harris
174.4 Honesty Sells.  Steven Gaffney
195 Giordano Bruno.  Ingrid D. Rowland
200.973 America's Four Gods.  Philip Yancey
230 What Good Is God?  Paul Froese
248.4896 Practicing Peace.  Catherine Whitmire
248.85 Live Long, Finish Strong.  Gloria Copeland
248.86 The Path of Loneliness.  Elisabeth Elliot
248.86 Life Without Limits.  Nick Vujicic
294.344 Hand Wash Cold.  Karen M. Miller
302 The Lolita Effect.  M. Gigi Durham
306.7 How to Become a Scandal.  Laura Kipnis
320.973 Trickle Up Poverty.  Michael Savage
323.044 Murder in the High Himalaya.  J. Green
330.973 Third World America.  Arianna Huffington
330.973 Aftershock.  Robert B. Reich
332.6324 Investing in Real Estate.  Gary W. Eldred
338.1 The Town That Food Saved.  Ben Hewitt
338.2 The Big Rich.  Bryan Burrough
347.7312 Making Our Democracy Work.  S. Breyer
362.196 Sleep.  Molly Caldwell Crosby
501.12 This Will Change Everything.
513.2 Master Math.  Debra Anne Ross
519.5 Even You Can Learn Statistics.  D. Levine
520.92 Copernicus' Secret.  Jack Repcheck
523.4922 The Pluto Files.  Neil Tyson
551.463 The Wave.  Susan Casey
577.7 Seasick.  Alanna Mitchell
590 Swimming with Piranhas at Feeding Time.  R. Conniff
591.65 Deadly Kingdom.  Gordon Grice
591.756 Coyote at the Kitchen Door.  S. Destefano
612.67 Treat Me, Not My Age.  Mark Lachs
613.25 The Belly Fat Cure.  Jere cruise
613.25 Winning by Losing.  Jillian Michaels
613.7 The Ultimate New York Body Plan.  D. Kirsch
615.5071 The Empowered Patient.  Elizabeth Cohen
615.836 The Oxygen Revolution.  Paul Harch
616.042 The $1,000 Genome.  Kevin Davies
616.399 Celiac Disease.  Peter H.R. Green
616.692 A Baby at Last!  Zev Rosenwaks
616.84982 Sleep to be Sexy, Smart, and Slim.  E. Michaud
616.99449 Straight Talk about Breast Cancer.
618.175 The Menopause Book.  Pat Wingert
618.92 Your Baby's First Year Week by Week.  G. Curtis
633.1048 Small-Scale Grain Raising.  Gene Logsdon
636.0832 The Lost Dogs.  Jim Gorant
636.7 Power of the Dog.  Les Krantz
640 Buy Ketchup in May and Fly at Noon.  M. Di Vincenzo
641.563 The Best of Clean Eating.
641.5636 Family Vegetarian Cooking.
641.5686 Nigella Christmas.  Nigella Lawson
641.631 Whole Grains for Busy People.  Lorna Sass
641.692 Fun & Fancy Sushi.  Seiko Ogawa
641.86 The Perfect Finish.  Bill Yosses
643.1 At Home.
649.1 Lighting Their Fires.  Rafe Esquith
649.1 Growing Up Green.  Deirdre Imus
649.122 What to Expect, the Toddler Years.  H. Murkoff
649.58 What to Read When.  Pam Allyn
649.65 So Sexy So Soon.  Diane E. Levin
658.11 Retire, and Start Your Own Business.  D. Sargent
658.421 The Intelligent Entrepreneur.  Bill Murphy
658.872 The Facebook Era.  Clara Shih
736.982 Uber Origami.  Duy Nguyen
745.5 1000 Ideas for Creative Reuse.  Garth Johnson
745.5 Rubbish: Reuse Your Refuse.  Kate Shoup
745.582 Simply Sparkling Christmas Beading.  D. Wood
746.43 Socks from the Toe Up.  Wendy D. Johnson
746.43 Sweater Quest.  Adrienne Martini
746.432 New England Knits.  Cecily G. MacDonald
746.443 Fantasy Cross Stitch.  Lesley Teare
746.92 The Dress Doctor.  Edith Head
747 Design Rules.  Elaine Griffin
796.426 Running Injuries.  Jeff Galloway
796.522 One Mountain Thousand Summits.  F. Wilkinson
808.8 Tablet & Pen.
811.6 Holding Everything Down.  William Notter
811.6 A Random Census of Souls.  Samuel Western
813.6 I Go To the Ruined Place: Contemporary Poems.
814.54 I Remember Nothing.  Nora Ephron
814.6 I'm Dreaming of a Black Christmas.  L. Black
818.5402 True Prep.  Lisa Birnbach
901 The Empathic Civilization.  Jeremy Rifkin
909 Reinventing Knowledge.  Ian F. McNeely
909.0976 Lost History.  Michaela Hamilton Morgan
929.20973 Middling Folk.  Linda H. Matthews
929.44 Beyond Ava & Aiden.  Linda Rosenkrantz
930 Lost Civilizations.  Markus Hattstein
940.5341 Winston's War.  Max Hastings
940.537471 Over Here!  P. Diehl
940.545973 The Pacific.  Hugh Ambrose
940.83 Defiance.  Nechama Tec
949.207 Nomad: From Islam to America. A. Hirsi Ali
951.9042 The Korean War. Bruce Cumings
954.91053 The Most Dangerous Place. Intiaz Gul
956.7044 Saved By Her Enemy. Don Teague
957 Travels in Siberia. Ian Frazier
958.1047 Operation Dark Heart. Anthony Shafer
960.32 Africa. Richard Dowden
963.932 The Roots of Obama's Rage. Dinesh D'Souza
973.7044 Saved By Her Enemy. Don Teague
973.9115 A Slave No More. David W. Blight
973.91 Bloody Crimes. James L. Swanson
973.926 White House Diary. Jimmy Carter
973.92 The Imperial Cruise. James Bradley
973.924 Strange Days Indeed. Francis Wheen
973.926 White House Diary. Jimmy Carter
973.932 Obama's Wars. Bob Woodward
975.3041 Nobody Turn Me Around. Charles Euchner
976.335 Not Just the Levees Broke. P. Montana-Leblanc
978.6 Splendid on a Large Scale. Lucy Moore
978.752 Storytelling in Yellowstone. L. Whittlesey
979.404 The Poker Bride. Christopher Corbett

CD (Book)
229.8 The Gospel of Thomas. Elaine Pagels
508.676 The Tree Where Man was Born. P. Matthiessen
BIO ADAMS The Education of Henry Adams. H. Adams
The Camel Club. David Baldacci
The Lace Reader. Brunonia Barry
Death by Hollywood. Steven Bochco
Not Even for Love. Sandra Brown
The Fort. Bernard Cornwell
Gingerbread Cookie Murder. Joanne Fluke
The Killing Ground. Jack Higgins
In the Company of Others. Jan Karon
Too Much Happiness. Alice Munro
The 8th Confession. James Patterson
Spider Bones. Kathy Reichs
Altar of Eden. James Rollins
Bad Blood. John Sandford
Shoot Him if He Runs. Stuart Woods

Biography
BUSH Decision Points. George W. Bush
CONROY My Reading Life. Pat Conroy
HOOVER Hoover, the Fishing President. Hal Wert
MANTLE The Last Boy: Mickey Mantle. Jane Leavy
WASHINGTON Washington: A Life. Ron Chernow

DVD
305 Babies.
333.9516 Back From the Brink.
579.4 Deer and Big Game Processing.
599.773 Wolves.
599.78 Grizzly Man.
613.7 Stretch & Joint Mobility Therapy.
617.48 The English Surgeon.
659.1 1001 Classic Commercials.
749.7 Framing, Matting and Hanging.
811.54 Bukowski.
822.33 Hamlet.
973 On the Road with Charles Kuralt.
973.3 Civil War Battlefields.
Benny & Joon. Bliss.
Cabo Blanco.
Captain Abu Raed.
The Cave of the Yellow Dog.
Chino.
The Color of Paradise.
Departures.
Elf.
The Girl who Played with Fire.

Playaway
883 The Iliad. Homer
958.1047 War. Sebastian Junger
BIO STEINBACK Travels With Charley. J. Steinbeck
Persuasion. Jane Eyre.
The Song of the Lark. Moll Flanders.
Oliver Twist. Silas Marner.
Crime and Punishment. Tender is the Night.
Madame Bovary. A Farewell to Arms.
The Hunchback of Notre Dame. The Phantom of the Opera.
Dubliners. Moby Dick.
The House of Mirth. Safe Haven.
To the Lighthouse. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.

CD (Book)
229.8 The Gospel of Thomas. Elaine Pagels
508.676 The Tree Where Man was Born. P. Matthiessen
BIO ADAMS The Education of Henry Adams. H. Adams
The Camel Club. David Baldacci
The Lace Reader. Brunonia Barry
Death by Hollywood. Steven Bochco
Not Even for Love. Sandra Brown
The Fort. Bernard Cornwell
Gingerbread Cookie Murder. Joanne Fluke
The Killing Ground. Jack Higgins
In the Company of Others. Jan Karon
Too Much Happiness. Alice Munro
The 8th Confession. James Patterson
Spider Bones. Kathy Reichs
Altar of Eden. James Rollins
Bad Blood. John Sandford
Shoot Him if He Runs. Stuart Woods

Biography
BUSH Decision Points. George W. Bush
CONROY My Reading Life. Pat Conroy
HOOVER Hoover, the Fishing President. Hal Wert
MANTLE The Last Boy: Mickey Mantle. Jane Leavy
WASHINGTON Washington: A Life. Ron Chernow

DVD
305 Babies.
333.9516 Back From the Brink.
579.4 Deer and Big Game Processing.
599.773 Wolves.
599.78 Grizzly Man.
613.7 Stretch & Joint Mobility Therapy.
617.48 The English Surgeon.
659.1 1001 Classic Commercials.
749.7 Framing, Matting and Hanging.
811.54 Bukowski.
822.33 Hamlet.
973 On the Road with Charles Kuralt.
973.3 Civil War Battlefields.
Benny & Joon. Bliss.
Cabo Blanco.
Captain Abu Raed.
The Cave of the Yellow Dog.
Chino.
The Color of Paradise.
Departures.
Elf.
The Girl who Played with Fire.
Gladiator.
Green Zone.
A History of Violence.
The Joe Louis Story.
Life is Beautiful.
Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil.
A Mighty Heart.
A River Runs Through It.
Sanjuro.
The Shadow Riders.
Spider-Man 3.
Spider-Man 2.
Straw Dogs.
Support Your Local Sheriff!
Tears of the Sun.
Terminator 2.
Terminator 3.
Veronica Guerin.
Wives and Daughters.
The Young Lions.